CLOUD MANAGEMENT
SERVICE
Improve Architecture and Optimise Cloud
Transformation Costs

Looking to achieve a successful and secure cloud transformation
strategy?
The Satisnet-Next2IT partnership allows you to improve cloud
architecture, optimise your transformation, and ensure security
controls in the cloud.
Our cloud strategy completely changes the way you consume cloud services.
We specialise in not only moving your infrastructure and services to the cloud,
also but re-architecting the solutions and services to exploit the advantages of
cloud computing to the maximum. Ensuring high availability, comprehensive
security, cost saving and access to the very best technology. Moreover, our
agnostic and multi-cloud approach means we can provide the very best in
scale, cost and capability.
Using infrastructure as code, the Cloud Management Service automates the
deployment and management of your cloud services across multiple clouds.
The result is faster provisioning and above all significant cost savings.

Common Cloud
Transformation Problems
Oversized and complex bills
Lack of automation and
infrastructure as code
Architecture not designed for
cloud computing
Security risks
Unnecessary and poorly
designed infrastructure
deployed
Lack of cloud understanding
High failure rates (no disaster
recovery, backups etc.)

Already in the cloud? Our Service will enable you to reduce operational costs, while ensuring security.
Instead of the traditional inefficient and high-cost ‘lift and shift’ strategy which other providers offer, our
Cloud Management Service transforms your infrastructure to cloud-native solutions and rebuilds your
infrastructure using infrastructure as code!
We aim to reduce your cloud infrastructure costs by up to 50%!
www.satisnet.co.uk
+44 (0) 1582 369330

The Cloud Management Service – What Are The Benefits?
Extension of IT Team
The Cloud Management Service provides an extension of your IT team. Providing co-managed capabilities to
maintain control whilst having access to cloud experts that help utilise the cloud to its full potential. We also offer
the ability to outsource all your cloud management operations.
Cloud Security
The Service addresses your cloud security head on. Ensuring that cloud services are designed with cloud-first
security best practises in mind. Currently, the cloud is often misconfigured introducing huge security risks to
organisations. Included in all our Cloud Management Services is monthly security reviews.
Guaranteed Savings
The Service includes our ‘Optimisation Service’ geared to reducing your cloud costs. This includes resizing
infrastructure, removing obsolete services, as well as designing infrastructure using a cost-first architecture.
Infrastructure as Code
The Satisnet-Next2IT Service will optimise the way your infrastructure consumes the cloud. We create code to
manage the cloud ensuring your infrastructure is designed to exploit the cloud to its maximum potential. Moreover,
our code gallery allows us to build new services in your infrastructure in hours rather than days or months!
Cloud Bills That Make Sense
We work with your business to understand how it operates and with this knowledge we design bills that make
sense. Our bills provide a breakdown based on cost code, department, and much more.
Clean-Up
We methodically review your cloud landscape to find services that are incorrectly configured or no longer required.
This is an ongoing process ensuring that your cloud is always running at its optimum and at the lowest price.
Monthly Report
A monthly report is provided to demonstrate the optimisation and savings made. Moreover, the report details other
areas of your cloud infrastructure that can be improved including security and best practices.

The question again: Are you looking to achieve a successful and secure cloud transformation strategy?
Then look no further than our Cloud Management Service to:
Optimise the utilisation of your cloud infrastructure
Reduce cloud-related operational costs
Improve and ensure cloud security

Basically…get more bang for your buck!
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